In 2013-2014 our program decided to utilize the Christopher Gergen and Gregg Vanourek book, “Life Entrepreneurs” as the theme for the calendar year. In Life Entrepreneurs, Christopher Gergen and Gregg Vanourek offer fresh stories and strategies for creating an extraordinary life through the power of what they call "life entrepreneurship." Life entrepreneurs are ordinary people who integrate their life, work, and purpose through distinctively entrepreneurial behavior—and, in so doing, create extraordinary lives of significance. Drawing on revealing interviews with 55 high-impact entrepreneurs, the authors—themselves proven entrepreneurs—provide vivid examples, frameworks, and strategies for helping us create a life of service and fulfillment.

During the staff training and peer mentor retreat the ROAR Scholar Staff envisions, visualizes and creates a PATH for the program for the year.

PATH 2013-2014

GOALS to Achieve this year:

- Recruit at least 20 new students to meet goal of at least 133 per Department of Education
- Sustain retention of students
- Recruit new staff: Office Manager (Spring’14) & 10 new peer mentors for Fall’14
- Work on new grants and ways for potential funding. (ORGA, NIMH)
FALL STAFF PLANNING & PEER MENTOR RETREAT - 2013-2014

Rico Orr, Summer Intern helped assist the ROAR staff & mentors with his creative artistic skills!

See where you rank, than stop by the ROAR Office to plot your quadrant!

TAKE ASSESSMENT